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From left to right : Jamie Griffiths, Danielle Vivian, Stephen Vivian, Adrian D’Oliveira, Victor Gautschi, Joni
Raff, Bennie Pretorius, Stephanie Mullinos, Brigitte Cook, Ashley Cook, Michael van den Barselaar, Elze
Raubenheimer, Carel van Heerden, Roelof du Plessis, André Gautschi, Helen de Beer, Emile Raubenheimer,
Ettian Raubenheimer, Alan Dodson, Michael Eastman, Susannah Cowen.

Barnone
Richard Maxwell 00:25:02
Michael van den Barselaar 00:26:10
Stella Vettori 00:30:18
Adrian d’Oliveira 00:30:42
Ashley Cook 00:38:00
Barwon
André Gautschi 00:33:19
Benjamin Pretorius (André’s son-in-law) 00:35:48
Helen de Beer (André’s son’s girlfriend) 00:35:56
Bartoo
Vicki Krause (Craig’s partner) 00:31:36
Craig Cothill 00:31:39
Roelof du Plessis 00:34:41
Michael Eastman 00:35:03
Carel van Heerden 00:37:24
Barter
Emile Raubenheimer (Ettian’s son) 00:40:16
Elze Raubenheimer (Ettian’s daughter) 00:42:21
Barquat
Danielle Vivian (11) (Stephen’s daughter) 00:42:35
Jamie Griffiths (13) (friend) 00:46:09
Alan Dodson 00:47:46
Stephen Vivian 00:55:57
Barsex
Susannah Cowen 00:35:32
Joni Raff 00:40:36

Midmar 2012
By André Gautschi

For the eighth successive year, a number
of teams from the Johannesburg Bar
entered the non-company team event at the
Midmar Mile held in February 2012. For
once, our top team, Barnone, was without
their star swimmers Emiel van Vuuren and
Reenen du Plessis, but Richard Maxwell and
Michael van den Barselaar acquitted
themselves well of their task in choppy con-

ditions. We are also pleased to welcome
Stella Vettori, a pupil and strong swimmer,
to our swimming fraternity. With the top
three times of each team being counted,
Barnone still managed an excellent 20th

place out of 711 teams. Congratulations
also to the youngsters who competed suc-
cessfully, namely Danielle Vivian and Jamie
Griffiths. A

The Johannesburg Bar
results for Midmar 2012
(in minutes and seconds):

A new home for the Society
in Sandton
Members of the Johannesburg Society of
Advocates who practise in Sandton may
soon have a new home. A process to
investigate the possibility of moving all of
the members in the so-called ‘northern
node’ into a common building is reaching
tipping point.

The process, driven by an extraordinary
committee appointed by the Bar Council,
will come to a head with a special general
meeting of the membership envisaged for
the second half of this year. The idea behind
the process is to try and get the Society
and its many groups back together again.
Currently the groups in the northern node
occupy at least seven different buildings on

opposite ends of a large block with little or
no intermingling between most members.

Another motivation, according to the
chair of the extraordinary committee Piet
Louw SC, is to address the ongoing short-
age of chambers experienced in Sandton.

After considering 16 proposals the
extraordinary committee recommended a
project located on the premises of the
current Sandown Village and the vacant
land next to it on Maude Street. Both these
properties belong to the same owners.
Louw SC says no proposal for a new Sand-
ton home for the Society is better situated.

This proposal will include three new
inter-linked office blocks on the sites of the

hole and the current Sandown Village. The
buildings will have a true common room
for all members, amenities like retail space
and an apartment block associated with
each office block. In short, more than
enough space for all the Sandton mem-
bers, present and future. There are even
plans for a hotel on the same premises.
The idea is to develop such a new complex
in stages and to have all of the members
in Sandton in the new complex in about
five years’ time.

Although this proposal will provide a
completely new look to the ‘northern node’
of the Society, it will have no effect on the
groups and their members practicing in the
Johannesburg city centre.

In order to promote this proposal, mem-
bers of the extraordinary committee have
been meeting the leaderships of the
Sandton groups. Once this process is finish-
ed the general membership of the Society
will be called to pass resolutions and
approve the project.
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Recommendations for silk
The Silk Committee of the Johannesburg
Bar Council has completed its internal pro-
cesses for the recommendation of candi-
dates for the conferment of the status of
senior counsel by the President. The Silk
Committee recommended nine candidates
for the conferment of silk.

Recent judicial appointment
Judge Bashier Vally is the Johannesburg
Bar’s most recent offering to the Bench of
the South Gauteng High Court.

Judge Vally was born in Johannesburg
on 23 May 1959. He matriculated from
Nirvana High School in Lenasia in 1976

and went on to obtain multiple tertiary
qualifications. He was awarded a British
Council Scholarship to study the sociology
of labour. He received his LLB degree from
the University of the Witwatersrand in 1995.

Judge Vally was always passionate
about labour justice and was involved in
many community and labour organisations
and campaigns since 1976. He took several
quasi-judicial positions in the course of his
professional life, including acting as a
mediator, an arbitrator and commissioner
for various organisations, with a primary
focus on labour relations. It is this passion
for protecting workers’ rights that led him
into law. He joined the Bar in 1996 where

he remained until he was called to the
Bench. While at the Bar, his practice
focused on labour law and constitutional
law. He has published a book and several
articles on social theory and industrial law
and sociology. During his time at the Bar
Judge Vally was an active member of
Advocates for Transformation. He held the
position of treasurer of AFT Johannesburg
immediately prior to his appointment to the
Bench. He is known for being passionate
about the transformation of the Bar and
the justice system in general.

Judge Vally enjoys travelling and is an
avid reader. In his spare time, he enjoys
walking and recreational soccer. A

A comparative look at the
Society of Advocates in
South Africa and Zimbabwe
By Harriett Mutenga*

The Bar is the name
traditionally used to
refer to a society of
advocates. It is a rich
source of talent, ex-
pertise and specialisa-
tion as it is a place of
excellence, housing

competitive specialists who are experts in
trial, motion court, appellate and opinion
advocacy. A spirit of excellence permeates
these societies of specialising individuals
and this is true of both the Zimbabwean
and South African Bar. The two Bars all
strive towards the same goal, which is the
provision of access to excellent legal re-
presentation for all. In both these coun-
tries, the Bar has its own peculiar rules but
both subscribe, by and large, to three
principles: that they practise independently;
that they practise mainly upon referral by
another professional; and that they re-
gulate their own affairs. However, there are
fundamental differences between the South
African and Zimbabwean system.

Unlike South Africa, Zimbabwe in 1981
abandoned the statutory distinction between
attorneys and advocates and has a com-
bined legal profession regulated by the
Legal Practitioners Act. With that also went

the conferment of silk on senior and excell-
ing members of the Bar and to date the
Zimbabwean Bar has only three senior
counsel members on whom the honor was
conferred prior to 1981. Since then, all ad-
mitted practitioners have equal rights of
audience in lower courts as well as higher
courts. However, there remains an inde-
pendent Bar governed by common law and
composed of practitioners instructed by
other practitioners to provide advice and
advocacy. The distinction between attorneys
and advocates is thus somewhat blurred,
the only major dividing line being that the
profession of advocates is a referral one
and that they specialize more in court craft.

In both countries, members of the Bar
do not form partnerships as they are sole
practitioners organized into sets of chambers
regulated by General Councils of their own.
Whereas South Africa has ten constituent
societies of practising advocates and there
is a Bar at the seat of every provincial and
local division of the High Court, in Zim-
babwe the Harare Advocates’ Chambers
is the most venerable and this sits at the
Harare High Court. There are only two per-
manent High Courts in Zimbabwe and
while there is a Bar in the capital, there is
none at the Bulawayo High Court.

The requirement for membership in both
countries is a Bachelor of Laws degree (LLB).
The South African system further requires
that the aspiring advocate completes a year
of pupillage and this is not the case in
Zimbabwe; even before 1981. In the latter
country, one qualifies to be an advocate after
passing board exams and these are not
preceded by any training. The requirements
for admission as an advocate in terms of

South Africa’s Admission of Advocates Act
74 of 1964, are similar to those for
admission as a general legal practitioner
in Zimbabwe and it is the board exam that
then seeks to play the role of pupillage.

Within their respective areas of expertise
or preference (including commercial,
criminal, family and public law) members
of both Bars provide a full range of advisory
and advocacy services. In Zimbabwe,
members are routinely briefed to appear in
all courts and before domestic and inter-
national arbitration tribunals. Zimbabwean
advocates have appeared before the SADC
Tribunal and the COMESA Competition
Tribunal as well as the municipal courts of
Botswana and Namibia. South African
advocates on the other hand appear in
most major cases in South Africa. These
include the Constitutional Court, the
Supreme Court of Appeal, provincial High
Courts, the Labour and Labour Appeal
Courts, Land Claims and Tax Courts and
the Magistrates’ Courts. In addition, they
also appear in arbitrations which include
commercial, building, engineering and
employment arbitrations and are also
instructed to provide written or oral opinions
on matters involving Southern African law.

Both societies of advocates have cul-
tivated a culture of excellence and are
dedicated towards promoting access to
justice for all. They both aim at ensuring
that their members render the highest
standard of legal services. And yes, even
in Zimbabwe you will find them in black
and white, pulling big bags with a sense
of pride, embarked on an amazing journey
of service to the cause of peace.

Long Live Societies of Advocates!

* Born and bred in Zimbabwe, Harriett Mutenga is
doing her pupillage at the Island Group of Advocates
under the mentorship of Ayesha Tiry. She holds an
LLB degree from University of Fort Hare, after which
she proceeded to do a Master’s degree in Public Law
at the University of Stellenbosch. A
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